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Charts for storytelling or writing a story:

1. Is this a story?

2. Simple Story Plot

3. Instance Character Description

4. Character in Scenes

6. Character's Action in Scenes

6. Decisive Moment

BONUS --> Mythical Archetype Hero Structure
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What is a story?

Must-haves for the best story told or written:

1) an engaging beginning (HOOK)

2) few characters

3) one main story line

4) BEGINNING - MIDDLE - ENDING

5) plenty of action

6) clear sequence of events or action in logical order

7) CLIMAX

8) memorable conclusion

Ask yourself: 

a) Do I like the story?
b) Why do I want to tell the story?
c) What is appealing about the story?
d) Is mood in the story?
e) Can suspense/humor be added?
f) Are the characters interesting?
g) Can I add dialogue?
h) Is the story appropriate for my audience?
i) Can I adapt and remain faithful to the plot/intention?

If you don't like the story, let it go!



SIMPLE STORY STRUCTURE
A story must have five scenes.

-- opening --

1) "Once Upon a Time ..."

There was______________________________,
who lived ______________________________.

Until one day

2) EVENT! (conflict, problem, puzzle)

-- middle --

3) because of that

because of that

because of that ... repeat as needed

 until finally EVENT!
4) CLIMAX!

-- ending -- 

5) ever since then ...
CONCLUSION!

-- link end to the beginning --
"That was then, now is now."



Instance Character Development --> ICD
Characteristic of________________________ 

adjectives | verbs

BODY |
|
|
|

VOICE |
|
|
|
|

PERSONALITY |
|
|
|

STANCE |
|
|
|

APPEARANCE |
 |

|
|

EMOTION |
|
|
▼

  MOTIVE!
What is going on in the character's head?



Character ________________ in the Scenes 
Use taste, touch, feel, smell, and vision in sentences to describe each scene.
Beginning 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Event! 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

because 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

because 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

because 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Event! 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Conclusion 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



Character's _________ action in the Scenes:

Beginning:

WHO --> 1 {
WHERE - 2{
Middle: 

EVENT --> 3{
BECAUSE - 4{
BECAUSE - 5{
BECAUSE - 6{Story can have more than one 'because'.

Ending: 

EVENT --> 7{
CONCLUSION: - 8{



Character's Decisive Moment

Choose one scene and describe _______________ action:

a) How does character look?

b) How does character moved?

c) What is character doing?

d) What does character feel?

e) How are characters feelings conveyed?

f) How does the character go forward?



BONUS!
Mythical HERO (the 12 points of a story)

1. Hero/ine is introduced in the ORDINARY WORLD, where

2. he or she receives the CALL TO ADVENTURE.

3. He or She are RELUCTANT at first, but are

4. encouraged by the WISE OLD CHARACTER to

5. cross a threshold and ENTER THE SPECIAL WORLD, where

6. he or she encounters TESTS, ALLIES AND ENEMIES.

7. He or She enters the INMOST CAVE 

8. endures the SUPREME ORDEAL,

9. SEIZES THE SWORD (WAND or ELIXIR), and

10. proceeds on a ROAD BACK to the ordinary world.

11. The hero/ine crosses the last threshold 

experiences a RESURRECTION, transformed by the experience 

12. RETURNS WITH THE ELIXIR which benefits the ordinary world

_____________________________________
Mythical plot and Hero structure
The Hero with a Thousand Faces, James Campbell, Pantheon Books, 1949.



Mythical Archetype Hero Structure   

Planning a story!
The story is a metaphor or comparison of human behavior. The 

relationships with the unknown are clues into real life. A story meets the needs 
of people. The story form follow patterns, a formula, which accounts for human 
behavior. 

Syd Field gave us the form of three parts: (1) the hero's decision to act, 
beginning; (2) the hero's action, middle; and (3) the consequences of the action, 
ending. 

For movies or television the '7 acts' keep the audiences interested during 
the commercials with two plot points * to twist the story in different directions, 
then two pinch points ^ to keep suspense building to a crisis, and then the 
climax hooks the audience into the last act. 

The '12 points' are steps in the '21 day approach' which is the time ladder 
with a 'step journey' or 'A to Z map' for the adventure as chapters in books.

30 minutes  60 minutes  30 minutes

Beginning middle ending
set-up 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
| ^ * !!!!!! ^ * |

^ pinch point ^ pinch point
hook hook
*plot twist *plot twist
change of energy change of energy

 CRISIS
central event, confronts greatest fear

CLIFT HANGER/FAST-->!!!CLIMAX
resolve

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Ordinary decent into journey coming home ending
ordinary 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 can be repeated over and over as chapters!
1) home

2) call to adventure
3) reluctant, eager

4) wise character
5) enter special world

6) tests, allies, enemies
7) inmost cave

8) supreme event
9) receiving the wand (sword)

10) road back
11) resurrection
12) conclusion



The hero/ine is the audience.

He/She leaves the ordinary world to travel on a journey.
He/She is compelled to follow the heart into the labyrinth and 

the pay-off. 

He/She is alone and on own path, not following someone, 
hunting: 

HUNTING - (WITH HUMOR) and (TENSION) ---> energies 
that charge the story.

The HERO/INE CLIMBS A LADDER THAT PUMPS THE 
AUDIENCE'S EMOTIONS: TENSION-RELEASE - TENSION-
RELEASE - TENSION-RELEASE - TENSION-RELEASE.

HYPNOTICALLY, emotional energies going 
UP and DOWN – UP and DOWN – UP and DOWN 

INTO THE LOWEST EMOTIONS. Then 

BUILDING UP TO THE CLIMAX (ENDING)

When all looks lost the hero/ine has a choice. 

THE CLIMAX IS THE 'RELEASING of EXPRESSION'! 
All happens in 120 pages!

From Christopher Vogle, who worked at Hollywood Pictures, a Disney Company
after working for Walt Disney animation in fairytales and folktales

________________________________________
Mythical plot and Hero structure Screenwriters' Conference 1/1999


